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Did they say anything significant during the holdup?

Did you see the robbers leave? Y or N  If Yes, did they leave in a car? 
Which direction did they go?  
What kind of car was it? 

Car Color:     2-Door or 4-Door? 
License plate #  

Was it a Missouri license plate? Y or N

Did the robbers wear gloves? Y or N    If not, what did they touch? (Please 
describe by number)

Did you see a gun? Y or N    If yes, indicate what kind (reference page 15 
if unsure). If more than one robber had a weapon, check the box with the 
appropriate number.

Revolver   Knife     Shotgun    Rifle  

Automatic Pistol              Other 

Who and what incidents did you see outside the bank during the holdup?

Do you recall any recent incident that may have a connection with the 
holdup? 

     SIGNED

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 31 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3
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Fear is a natural reaction anytime you are threatened, especially with 
a weapon. In the situation of a bank robbery, however, your best chances 
of survival come by remaining calm and collected. Your number one prior-
ity should be to get the bank robber out of the bank as quickly as possible 
without provoking him to violence against yourself, your coworkers, or your 
customers. The most heroic thing you can do during a bank robbery is to 
remain calm, cooperate fully with the bank robber, and then provide law 
enforcement investigators enough solid information to capture and convict 
the criminal. Preparation is the key to surviving a bank robbery.

1 Install a concealed phone in the vault and a warning system 
activated when the line is cut or the phone is disconnected.

2 Install vault lights on a separate fuse box. Equip the vault with 
flashlights and keep the batteries charged.

3 Conceal a knife near the floor for easy access if employees are 
tied.

4 Stock first aid supplies in the 
vault. Keep in mind employees 
who work regularly who may 
require special medications, such 
as nitroglycerine tablets or insu-
lin.

5 Ask your vault maintenance man 
if your vault can be opened from 
the inside. Many can be opened 
with a screwdriver.

BE PREPARED
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1 If there are adjoining rooms, install a one-way mirror allowing employ-
ees in the other room to see into the main room without being observed. 
Not only can they report a robbery in progress without endangering co-
workers or customers, they are more likely not to walk into a robbery in 
progress placing themselves and others in danger if the robber becomes 
nervous.

2 Install railings and counters that are high enough to make it difficult for 
the robber to enter the employees’ area.

3 Keep windows clear so that bystanders outside can see into the bank 
and may see a robbery in progress, and so employees can see which 
direction the robbers go when they leave.

4 Place stationary marks of a known height within the bank in several 
places, such as at the entrance, the tellers’ workstations, etc. This way 
when a robber leaves, employees can notice and better estimate the 
height of the robber.

5  A small amount of “bait money” or money carrying a “dye pack” should 
be placed in each teller’s cash drawer. Employees should be instructed 
to give this money to the robber for possible further identification.

Identify Note Here 1 2 3

Race & Sex

Age

Height

Weight

Eye Color

Hair Color

Moustache, Beard, etc. 

Clothing: Describe Kind, Color, Identifying Characteristics.
Headgear

Coat

Shirt

Tie

Pants

Shoes

Gloves

Complete any of the following you clearly remember.
Hair: long, shaggy, crew cut, 
curly, etc. 

Hairline: straight, pointed, 
receeding, etc. 

Ears: Large, small, shape

Eyebrows: heavy, thin, 
straight, slant, color

Eyes: far apart, close, medium

Nose: flat, pointed, long, short

Mouth: wide, small, etc. 

Lips: thick, thin, etc. 

Chin: pointed, square

Head: round, oval, square

Marks: scars or tatoos

Speech: slow, fast, pitch, 
impediments
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For the Missouri State Highway Patrol headquarters nearest you consult 
your local phone directory.

This brochure provides only a small portion of the information available on 
personal safety.  Patrol members regularly present programs on personal 
safety to civic groups, clubs, etc.  If your group would like such a program, 
please contact the public information and education officer at the troop 
headquarters nearest you or the Public Information and Education Division at 
(573) 526-6115.

Time of Holdup       Time of Escape     # of Persons 

If there is more than one witness to the holdup, it is important that each 
witness complete an information sheet independently from the others. This 
allows officers to correlate information and arrive at better descriptions. 
When the information sheets are compared, officers can determine a range 
of descriptive factors and determine those which are most likely correct. 

Description of Persons: The enclosed form allows for the description of 
three persons. If there are more than three, use another sheet of paper. In 
each box numbered 1., 2., and 3., make a note which will indicate which 
person is being described. These notes allow officers to determine which 
persons are the same in each witness’ description. The note is needed only 
to identify which of the holdup persons is being described, such as: “one 
who stood near door,” or “one who collected money,” or “one who held gun,” 
etc.
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1 All employees should be made 
aware of safety measures 
should a robbery occur. Make 
sure they know how and when 
to sound the alarm.

2 If a silent alarm does go off, 
the police may call. Have a 
code word established to 
notify the police of the robbery 
without tipping off the robbers.

3 Employees should be trained 
to stay calm and observe as 
many specific details as possible about the robbers. 

4 Have employees be alert for suspicious persons loitering in or near the 
facility and report all such persons to security or the bank officer in 
charge.

5 Never discuss cash shipments, bank security procedures, etc. with out-
siders. You can never tell who may overhear your conversation. The first 
employee to arrive in the morning to open the bank should take extra 
precautions, including driving around the building looking for evidence 
of tampering such as broken glass or a door pried open. Upon entering 
the bank, they should survey the building to make sure all is well and 
then give the predetermined “all clear” signal for other employees. Each 
employee should note the “all clear” signal before entering the bank. If 
they do not see it, they should call the police immediately.
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1 Remain calm and cooperate fully with the commands given by the rob-
ber. Most bank robberies last from one and one-half to three minutes. 
Most robbers, especially amateurs, will be as nervous, if not more 
so, than you. Your goal should be to get the robber out of the bank as 
quickly as possible to ensure the safety of yourself, your coworkers, and 
your customers.

2 Always assume the robber has a weapon. Take his demands and his 
threats seriously.

3 Give the robber the minimum amount of cash necessary and no more 
than he/she demands. NEVER volunteer information concerning cash the 
robber may have overlooked. Include the bait money in the money you 
give to the robber.

4 If the robber presents a note, 
move it out of his reach. In 
the excitement he may forget 
about it, and it will become an 
important piece of evidence.

5 Activate surveillance cameras 
or the silent alarm when it is 
safe to do so. Do not place 
yourself or others in danger 
by making any sudden or 
unexpected motions.  If the 
alarm is not silent, wait until 
the robber has left the build-
ing, lock all the doors, and 
then activate the alarm.

15

Look at top first, then move down.

OBSERVE:
• Color
• Year
• Make
• Body Style
• License Plate

SHOTGUN

REVOLVER

AUTOMATIC

KNIFE

ASSAULT RIFLE
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CREASES BETWEEN THE EYES

EYEBROWS

ARCHED IRREGULARUPWARD SLANT DOWNWARD SLANT STRAIGHT

SHAPE OF HEAD

OVAL

TRIANGLE

OBLONG

SQUARE ROUND

EYE SHAPES

UPWARD SLANT DOWNWARD SLANTOVAL ROUND

HAIR STYLES

1 2 3

654

7 8 9

WIDTH OF FACE

LENGTH OF HAIR

LENGTH OF NOSE

HEIGHT OF 
FOREHEAD

DISTANCE

BETWEEN 
LIP & NOSE

LENGTH OF CHIN

HAIR TEXTURE

SHAPE OF EYEBROWS

WRINKLES

EYE SHAPE & COLOR

EAR SIZE & SHAPE

SIDEBURNS

SUNKEN CHEEKS

CHIN CLEFTNOSE SHAPE
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6  Be observant. Remember as much as you can about:
• The exact sequence of events.
• The robber: age, sex, race, height, build, scars or marks, mustache 

(or lack of one), hair length and color, style and color of clothes, 
footwear, if he is wearing gloves or eyeglasses, and any peculiari-
ties in manner or voice.

• Anything the robber may have touched (for fingerprints).
• The weapon if one is displayed. Is it a handgun, shotgun, knife, 

bomb, etc. If a handgun, was it a revolver or automatic, etc.

7 Also, observe events occurring 
outside the bank. Note cars parked 
outside, townspeople who may 
have witnessed all or part of the 
holdup, and how the robber made 
their escape and in what direction.
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1 Contact law enforcement authorities immediately. The sooner police are 
notified and can begin their investigation, the more likely the robbers are 
to be apprehended. Tell the officer who you are, where you are, and that 
the bank has been robbed. Do not hang up until the officer tells you to do 
so.

2  Lock all the doors until investigators arrive so the robber does not 
change his mind and return for hostages. Post notification that the bank 
is closed due to an emergency sending potential customers to the clos-
est branch office. Keep the customers who were in the establishment 
during the robbery 
inside the bank.

3  Do not handle any 
object that might have 
been touched by the 
robbers.

4 Without conferring 
with other employees 
or customers, have ev-
eryone in the bank at 
the time of the robbery 
make notes about the 
circumstances of the 
robbery.

5  Designate a bank 
spokesperson to direct all media inquiries to law enforcement. Any 
information pertaining to the robbery should come from law enforcement 
ONLY. It is important NOT to release the amount of money taken, bank 
security procedures, or the names of employees or patrons in the bank 
at the time of the robbery.

6  Notify all bank officials. If the bank is a member of the FDIC, notify the 
nearest FBI office of the crime.
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The next few pages contain charts to aid you in forming a physical de-
scription of criminal suspects and their automobiles. A detachable informa-
tion sheet is provided for your immediate use following a holdup. 

• Name
• Race
• Sex
• Age
• Height
• Weight
• Build
• Hair: color, style
• Eyes: color, shape
• Complexion 
• Clothing: color, type of material, style, etc. ...

• Shirt, Tie
• Coat
• Pants
• Socks
• Shoes
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For many bank patrons, a trip to the automatic teller machine (ATM) has 
become a routine convenience. As responsible bank employees, however, 
you need to make your customers aware of the dangers of being robbed 
while getting quick cash. Here are some safety tips for you to share:

1 Memorize your personal identification number (PIN), and do not give your 
PIN or card to anyone else, even relatives and friends. Never write the 
PIN on the card, and never carry the PIN with you.

2 Fill out all forms such as deposit slips ahead of time.

3 Be aware of your surroundings, especially 
at night.

4 Always try to take care of your banking 
business during daylight hours. Consider 
having someone accompany you to the 
ATM at night.

5 Park near the ATM in a well lighted area. 
Check the surrounding area before you 
leave the safety of your car.

6 If you notice anything suspicious, consider 
using another ATM or coming back later. 

7 If followed after making a transaction, go directly to the nearest public 
area where people are located.

8  Immediately report all crimes to the police.
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1 Install sonar motion 
detectors or burglar and 
fire alarms on doors and 
windows.

2 Install an extra key lock and chain locks on outside doors (locking 
bars on glass patio doors). Equip each outside door containing glass 
with a deadlock. Install viewers in solid outside doors.

3 Teach your children not to admit strangers into the home and to re-
frain from giving out information about family members to strangers.

4 Keep all doors locked, especially at night.

5 Install anti-tamper devices on all family cars.

6  Instruct delivery personnel to leave items outside the door.

Criminals desperate for 
easy money may target bank 
officials or their family members 
in order to extort money from 
the bank. These situations can 
be dangerous, but with proper 
preparation, you can handle 
them calmly and efficiently, if 
not prevent them.
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1 On a distinctively colored card, list the phone numbers of affected police 
agencies and the following information about each bank official:

• All persons residing in the immediate household.
• Residence address and phone number.
• Color, year, make, and license of all motor vehicles owned by 

the family. Indicate the one generally used to drive to and from 
the bank.

• Names, addresses, and phone numbers of neighbors who will 
assist you in a hostage/extortion situation. These neighbors 
can check the banker’s home to verify the situation.

 Place a copy of this card under each bank officials’ phone. Upon 
receipt of a hostage/extortion call, circle the name of the person(s) 
being held hostage, then wave the card as a signal to other employ-
ees and consult the card for the correct steps to take.

2 Prepare a package or satchel of money specifically for an extortionist; 
include bait money. Photocopy the bills.

3 Vary your daily route to and from work. Don’t arrive at the bank at the 
same time every day. Don’t park in the same spot every day. Don’t un-
lock the safe the same time every day.

4 Always advise a business associate or family member of your destina-
tion when leaving the office or home and what time you intend to return.

5 Report any suspicious people, vehicles, and situations promptly to the 
police.
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1 Signal other employees with the information card.

2 Call the law enforcement officials on another line.

3 Delay the caller as long as possible by asking questions such as:

• Who is calling?
• Is this a prank?
• How do I know it isn’t?
• May I talk to (subject taken hostage) so I can be sure?
• What do you want?  We don’t have that much cash!
• How do you want the money?
• How should I package it?
• Where should it be delivered?
• How will I recognize the person picking up the money?
• Exactly where and when should the money be delivered?
• How will I know (subject taken hostage) is all right?

4 To be sure the extortion comes under federal jurisdiction, the banker 
should use bank money: When the caller demands money, the banker 
should reply, “I don’t have that much,” hoping the caller will say, “Get 
the bank’s money.”

5 After the caller hangs up, write down the time and exact words of the 
threat, the caller’s sex, and any background noise overheard or any other 
pertinent information.

6 Verify the validity of the threat by attempting to locate the alleged hos-
tage.

7 Above all, remain as calm as possible. The extortionist’s principal aim is 
to make you panic, so you will not think clearly.


